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With Translation, With Words, With Language: Hyang Cho’s Aesthetics of
Nothing Much | Y Vy Truong
Hyang Cho’s work is a series of objects that look unassuming, almost mundane, but
which hide the enormous efforts put into the execution of her pieces. Jars, buttons, handtraced letters, and found buttons strung onto a line of thread are all part of the visual
language Cho has developed that is both humorous and uncanny, familiar and strange,
and paradoxical in many ways.
For this exhibition I asked Cho to write an artist statement in Korean as a way to rethink
about her work in her first language; an exercise to see how different languages embody
different modes of understanding, and how often the process of translation is imperfect.
Despite the ease with which we can access online language tools, translations are often
awkward and tenuous.
Having been in Canada for fifteen years and based in Guelph, Ontario, most of Cho’s
formal education and artistic practice has been conducted in English – a language that
is not only her second language but one that fundamentally conveys meaning differently
from Korean. She reflects: “I think while English is word centred language, Korean is more
nuance centred language. Writing in English is mechanical, and more objective.”
For Cho, language is no longer a mode of communication, but a mechanical and
embodied process through which we can witness the tension, anxiety, and the uncertainty
of linguistic conventions. More broadly, and in the thinking about Cho’s work, language
becomes a series of calculated movements. Both the Korean and English texts present
two distinct modes of conceptualizing Cho’s work.
at random is a series of translations that present themselves as simple but with a
shifting weight that condenses the enormity of Cho’s artistic methods and practice.
The mechanical process of time passing, accumulating, and sometimes repeating is
embodied in the objects, challenging our perceptions of completeness and efficiency.
More specifically, it challenges us to think about the untranslatable: how the methods of
her work seem almost unapparent in the simplicity of the objects themselves.

